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By Chris Wren

  ISSUE & IDEAS   

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) report issued in August 2021 is a time-
ly reminder of the urgency to act facing stakeholders as 
they prepare to meet in Glasgow at the end of October 
for the 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference 
(COP26). Binding treaty commitments for the reduction 
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions were made following 
COP21 in Paris. Indonesia’s targets, reaffirmed this July, 
are to reduce GHG emissions by 2030 by 29%, or a 43% 
reduction with international collaboration, compared to a 
business as usual scenario. 

In 2015 all United Nations (UN) members also signed 
onto The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, ef-
fectively a shared blueprint for humanity and the planet 
going forward. At the heart of the agenda are 17 Sustain-
able and Development Goals (SDGs) (figure 1) which, to 

T
quote the UN, are “a call to action for all countries in a 
global partnership” and “recognize that ending poverty 
and other deprivations must go hand-in-hand with strat-
egies that improve health and education, reduce inequal-
ity, and spur economic growth – all while tackling climate 
change and working to preserve our oceans and forests.”

SDG’s were a game-changer, establishing a framework 
for global corporate leaders to redefine their engagement 
towards sustainable development. Several collaborated 
to for The Business and Sustainable Development Com-
mission, their 2017 report concluded that engagement in 
SDGs is good for business too, noting “achieving the Glob-
al Goals in just four economic systems could open 60 mar-
ket hot spots worth an estimated $12 trillion by 2030. The 
total economic prize from implementing the Global Goals 
could be 2-3 times bigger...” Indonesia’s economic and so-
cial opportunity through achieving its higher goals were 
included in a 2019 report by BAPPENAS and showed sim-
ilarly positive outcomes. (figure 2).

COP26 built corporate engagement into its agenda, rec-
ognizing the private-public partnership required to deliv-
er on GHG and SDGs targets but due to COVID-19, some 
of that agenda has been scaled back. BritCham Indonesia 
therefore, has committed to host a mission of local com-
panies and business leaders to engage around COP26 on 
opportunities to invest locally in sustainable activities, 
particularly in the green energy sector where Britain has 
developed several world class solutions, and to capitalize 
on the British government’s Rp80 trillion support budget 
through UK Export Finance.

With Indonesia’s Finance Minister highlighting that 
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and mangrove areas using a car-
bon credit business model.

What is Indonesia’s starting 
point?
In 2018, Indonesia was estimat-
ed to contribute around 1.7% of 
global GHG emissions, a level 
below the G20 average per cap-
ita, but 313% above its 1990 lev-
els and a trend comparable to 
several other developing coun-
tries. “Three key areas essentially 
account for 70% of Indonesia’s 
emissions: power generation, 
transportation and land exploi-
tation (mining and forestry). 
The transition to green energy 
in these areas is paramount and 
is where capitalization is mostly 
needed," noted Donny, poten-
tially making actions easier to fo-
cus on. Protecting existing natu-
ral habitats is a powerful tool in 
fighting climate change and In-
donesia’s rich abundance of for-
est and peatland is an asset. “One 
hectare of mature tropical forests 
stores over 629 tonnes of CO2, 
whereas replanted forests will 
only sequester 80 tonnes over 
a 10-year time period. There's 
a real opportunity in protect-
ing existing rainforests,” added 
Jeff. Indonesian companies are 
also starting to take action. “We 
have seen a huge change in busi-
ness approach over last 2 years, 
now when we talk to our clients, 
SDGs are a real priority in their 
strategic plans,” said Francois.

Economic development is important too, how 
should we view the trade-off?
We shouldn’t lose sight of the importance of eco-
nomic development as this helps deliver on other 
key SDGs like clean water, access to power, alle-
viating poverty etc… everyone noted. Investment 
into areas such as EV’s and electric battery pro-
duction is important for the overall economy. But 
the interconnected decisions must stack up, EVs 
charged by renewable power sources and not by 
increasing fossil fuel burning, for example. There 
is significant inbound foreign investment for some 
climate action initiatives, in part to support their 

private sector investment is paramount to achiev-
ing Indonesia’s climate action targets, BritCham 
Indonesia recently held a round table to discuss 
green financing. Below is a summary of the key 
observations and my thanks for their partici-
pation to Francois de Maricourt, President Di-
rector of HSBC Indonesia, Rino Donosepoetro 
(Donny), ASEAN Vice Chairman and President 
Commissioner of Standard Chartered Bank Indo-
nesia, Ainsley Mann, ASEAN Head of Business 
Development at Swire Pacific, and Jeffrey Chatel-
lier, CEO of Forest Carbon, an Indonesian based 
company that restores tropical forest, peatland 

“Achieving the Global Goals in just four economic 
systems could open 60 market hot spots worth an 
estimated $12 trillion by 2030. The total economic 
prize from implementing the Global Goals could be 

2-3 times bigger...”

P A R A D I G M  C H A N G E :  T H E  B E N E F I T S  O F  I N D O N E S I A ' S  N E W  L O W  C A R B O N 
G R O W T H  P A T H  ( L C D I  H I G H  S C E N A R I O  C O M P A R E D  W I T H  B A S E  C A S E )
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own country’s goals but it’s important that Indo-
nesia gets credit for its contribution to the prog-
ress made. Tech-based solutions should also be 
prioritized, noted the panel.

How are banks now approaching their busi-
ness?
Both HSBC and Standard Chartered are committed 
to reaching net-zero from their own operations by 
2030 and from financing operations by 2050. With 
clients, they are already making decisions based on 
SDGs and the transition to net-zero, working on 
financing solutions and putting their own balance 
sheet on the table to support projects. Both Don-
ny and Francois mentioned that the importance of 
the topic is bringing more cooperation within the 
banking sector. “One of the important actions with 
our clients is supporting the transition to a sustain-
able future. We have experts in our team to support 
them build the plans, the measurement tools and 
share best practices to unlock the next generation 
climate solutions,” shared Francois. Indonesia’s re-
source industry and reliance on fossil fuels in legacy 
power investments still needs support, but Donny 
noted that "they are also supporting clients in the 
highest carbon intensive sectors in their decarboni-
sation pathways, and expect that clients have chart-
ed their commitments to reduce their revenues 
from coal, or other black commodities, in the next 
10 years. This means decarbonizing operations not 
just offsetting with carbon credits.” 

Geothermal and other areas of sustainable 
power add to the opportunity but 

today the big contribution is from forest 
conservation.
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How can the apparent financing gap be filled?
Investors are increasingly committing their financ-
ing choices to transitional and green investments 
(figure 3).  “I do not think it will be a problem, fi-
nance will follow the opportunity and already we 
are seeing $10 billion in financing for projects be-
ing announced” noted Francois. Donny shared 
that their Opportunity 2030 research identified 
over $10 trillion of SDG related opportunities in 
emerging markets on 3 SDGs alone (water, clean 
tech and infrastructure), and where, for Indonesia, 
$300 billion of private sector opportunities exist. 

How is the market for green financial products 
developing?
COP13 in Bali spot-lighted forest protection and 
restoration, leading to local carbon credit initia-
tives. “We are seeing much more interest from 
big conglomerates and on increasingly long con-
tracts. Especially from sectors where the technol-
ogy to decarbonize is longer to come on-stream 
like mining, airlines, oil and gas production, and 
so offsetting carbon is the alternative,” noted 
Jeff. “It’s a market with huge potential. Present-
ly, 260,000 hectares of local protected areas are 
producing 10 million CO2 credits annually. Scale 
that up for 96 million hectares and you have the 
size of the opportunity,” Jeff added. Geothermal 
and other areas of sustainable power add to the 
opportunity but today the big contribution is 
from forest conservation (figure 4). The volun-
tary carbon credits market has nearly doubled 
in 2 years, from $300M in 2019 to over $500M 
in 2021, with demand now set to outpace supply 
before 2022 Estimates are that voluntary carbon 
credit supplies needs to grow 15x by 2030, and up 
to 100x by 2050.   “Indonesia sits nicely among 
maybe just the top three, top two, in terms of 
nature-based capital,” noted Donny adding that 
Standard Chartered is a partner in the establish-
ment of Climate Impact X, the first high quali-
ty global carbon credit exchange in Asia. Devel-
oping further the global pricing mechanism and 
registration system for projects in Indonesia will 
benefit these efforts.

The market for sustainable and green bonds is 
also growing fast, as is interest in green sukuks. 
Through 2020, $1.4 trillion in these instruments 
have been issued, around $573 million of which 
came in 2020, and year to date issuances have al-
ready exceeded 2020’s full year amount. (figure 5) 
Their share of the overall bond market is now over 
10% showing the demand is there. The Indonesian 
government has been issuing green bonds and su-
kuks since 2017 and Francois noted that the de-

mand for its recent $700 million, 30-year issuance 
was very strong so the pricing was competitive. In-
cluding sustainable-linked lending, sustainable fi-
nance issuances since 2014 are estimated to have 
reached $2.8 trillion YTD June 2021 and the mar-
ket is showing increasing sophistication.

What are some other opportunities? 
OJK has been actively establishing its reporting 
framework for reporting SDG activities. It’s creat-
ing good awareness but more work is needed. “Per-
haps in the coming years we will see this frame-
work reach a high level of maturity and provide 
more incentives to banks to support the transition,” 
said Francois. Donny added “investment capital 
will pick the countries where there is a robust pol-
icy framework, clarity, transparency and science-
based measurement.” In addition to supporting 
sustainable power investments, the government 
could also focus on reducing power usage. “Is the 
government missing a trick here? There is no regu-
lation for instance on encouraging green buildings 
but the built environment is typically one of the 
biggest users of power. Encouraging developers to 
aspire to the highest international global certifi-
cation standards may increase development costs 
by 5% but reduce energy use by 20-25%,” Ainsley 
commented.  Similarly, whilst there is talk of a car-
bon tax it is not clear if the funds from that will be 
ring fenced to support projects that could acceler-
ate the transition to cleaner energy / reduce ener-
gy consumption. 
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